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ABSTRACT
In this review our aim is to discuss the potential beneﬁts of resistance training in healthy subjects and patients with cardio-metabolic
disease. In the last decades, evidence about the pivotal role of muscle tissue and proper muscle functionality in health and disease
have been accumulating. Sarcopenia and muscle wasting have erected as a ﬁrst-order risk predictor, and strength and muscle mass
now constitute good markers of functionality and quality of life. Therefore, aside of its evident mechanic and aesthetic considerations,
muscle tissue deploys a wide range of endocrine and metabolic functions, which are essential for health optimization and disease
prevention. As follows, strategies directed to improve muscle quality and quantity, as it is Resistance Training regimens, should be
prioritized and included in clinical guidelines and general health advice.

INTRODUCTION
Importance of muscle tissue in health
There is extensive evidence that physical activity and exercise
are essential to improving health, either by preventing a host of
non-communicable diseases related to a sedentary lifestyle [1] or
attenuating, with proper planning and programming of this physical
activity, a large number of these diseases once contracted [2].
The role of muscle tissue in these two areas is undeniable. Muscle
plays a central role in metabolic health and in the metabolism of
the body’s proteins, serving as the main reservoir of amino acids to
maintain protein synthesis in vital tissues and organs in the absence
of the absorption of amino acids from the intestine and providing
hepatic gluconeogenic precursors. Altered muscle metabolism
contributes to the onset of disturbances. The prevention of many
common pathological conditions and existing chronic diseases
involves the preservation of muscle mass as well as its correct
functioning. Thus, maintaining adequate muscle mass, muscle quality
and optimal levels of strength is fundamental [3,4]. Recent studies
show a population with lower levels of muscle strength and reduced
myofibrillary proteins which affect muscle size and generate risk of
functional disability [5], indicating that the development of muscle
tissue and strength levels are closely linked to health (Figure 1) [5].
The protein content of certain tissues and organs, such as the
brain, heart and liver, are essential for the survival of the species.
These tissues and organs depend on a relatively constant supply of
amino acids through the blood to serve as precursors for the synthesis
of new proteins, thereby balancing the persistent rate of protein
breakdown that occurs in all tissues, ensuring the proper functioning
of the same [6].
In the absence of nutrient intake, muscle protein serves as the
primary storehouse for replacing these blood amino acids absorbed by

other vital tissues and organs [7]. In the fasting state, amino acids serve
not only as precursors for protein synthesis, but also as precursors
of hepatic gluconeogenesis [8]. Consequently, the protein mass of
essential tissues and organs, as well as the necessary concentration
of plasma glucose vital for survival can be kept relatively constant
despite the absence of nutritional intake; however, the muscle mass
must be adequate for supplying the required amino acids.
Different studies [9] have shown that the depletion of muscle
mass is incompatible with life and that there is a strong association
between muscle breakdown and survival in different diseases. It
has even been proven that lack of muscle development along with
increased adipose tissue is a major cause of a large number of diseases
and conditions such as diabetes, cancer and obesity [1,10,11], with
strength training being one of the key tools to prevent these diseases
and improve muscle development [12].
It has been proven that developing muscle tissue through exercise
and physical activity may improve the physiological responses
necessary for recovery in certain disorders/diseases, increasing the
accelerated synthesis of acute-phase proteins in the liver and the
synthesis of proteins involved in immune function [6]. Likewise,
it has been observed that regular participation in strength training
programs can minimize musculoskeletal disorders, improving health
and well-being [5,12,13]. In an increasingly aging and sedentary
population, where activities requiring a strength component have
decreased, a decrease in strength and muscle development has been
observed [5], with the main consequence being muscle atrophy, which
is directly associated with the contractile capacity of the muscle. This
compromised muscle function has been identified as a predictor of
hospitalization, disability and even death [14]. Therefore, skeletal
muscle plays a crucial role in the performance of daily activities, the
maintenance of our health and in the prevention of diseases [15,16].
Regular strength training attenuates the decrease in muscle mass
occurring with age [5,17]. For this reason, this type of exercise has
gradually been introduced in the prevention of different chronic
diseases with very satisfactory results [1].
Strength training in health
Aerobic endurance exercise is often prescribed to reduce existing
illnesses (Figure 2) (cardiovascular disease, diabetes, etc.) and appears
to have shown beneficial effects in reducing chronic inflammation
[18]. Strength training, independent of aerobic endurance exercise,
significantly reduced the risk of developing metabolic syndrome,
although the combination of strength training and resistance
exercise (concurrency) was associated with a lower risk of developing
metabolic syndrome (25%) compared to sedentary behavior [19], with
a substantial improvement in different anthropometric parameters,
cardiorespiratory fitness and metabolic factors in overweight and
obese subjects (Figure 2) [20]. Although both types of training seem
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Figure 1: Effects of strength training on skeletal muscle
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Figure 1: Effects of strength training on skeletal muscle

to exert positive functions in terms of prevention and/or treatment
of various pathologies, strength training is essential and even a
priority in some of these because it increases or maintains muscle
mass, which in turn maintains an active metabolism, improves
glucose homeostasis, exerts hormonal regulation functions to control
diverse biological processes, such as the inflammatory process, in an
autocrine, paracrine and endocrine form (Figure 2) [21].
Strength training has a favorable effect on body composition,
as it decreases fat mass including abdominal fat, increases HDL,
lowers LDL, lowers plasma glucose concentration and reduces
systolic and diastolic blood pressure (Figure 2) [22]. It also improves
insulin sensitivity, improves glucose tolerance, and prevents the
sarcopenia and osteoporosis often seen in the elderly and middleaged population. In fact, it has been proven that in untrained people,
strength training with light loads may increase their strength and
muscle development [23].
There is also extensive scientific evidence on the benefits of
training on the Hormonal Environment (HGH, IGF-1, testosterone,
etc.), improvements in Insulin Resistance (IR), and development of
increased insulin-independent GLUT4 translocation improving the
anabolic process [24-26].
Several studies have shown that proper strength training planning
could maintain or even increase Bone Mineral Density (BMD) in the
hip and neck of the femur in overweight and obese elderly people.
Strength training has also been observed to have a positive effect on
the BMD of women with problems in the lumbar region, the femur
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and the radius [27,28]. Therefore, strength training should be a central
component of public health promotion programs, along with aerobic
exercise [29]. Based on the above observations, it is understood that
strength training is essential in preventing and treating obesity and its
comorbidities [26]. Indeed, authors including Hunter and colleagues
have shown how increased muscle mass and strength training
improve intra-abdominal fat loss and increases total daily energy
expenditure, a key factor in maintaining weight loss [30,31]. These
findings cause us to rethink weight loss treatments and improved
fitness, with the combination of strength and cardiovascular training
appearing to optimize the results [29,32,33].
Strength training and sarcopenia
It has been found that as we grow older muscle mass decreases
resulting in a loss of strength of one to two percent annually [34].
This loss of muscle is considered one of the most dramatic effects of
aging in terms of quality of life in the elderly. It is also associated with
metabolic alterations, which worsen the problem, and an increased
mortality rate [24,35]. For this reason, sarcopenia is considered an
independent condition (Cao & Morley, 2016).
Both sarcopenia and obesity pose a health risk. They can present
together, or in combination, exponentially increasing the risk for
overall metabolic health and inducing an earlier onset of a possible
functional disability [36,37]. The combination of sarcopenia and
obesity is commonly referred to as sarcopenic obesity or sarcobesity.
Simply reducing the prevalence of sarcopenia in the US by 10% could
reduce health costs by $1.1 million [36]. For this reason, experts
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on the subject have shown the need to include weight training in
adolescents to prevent this strength deficiency that is generated in the
future [13,38].

Strength training is probably the most effective measure to
prevent and treat sarcopenia. Evidence suggests that, along with
a good diet and healthy habits, this condition may be mitigated by
regular physical activity, especially with strength training.

Inflammatory processes have been shown to escalate the process
of age-related loss of muscle mass [39]. High levels of inflammatory
cytokines are associated with an increased risk of loss of muscle mass
and strength. This pro-inflammatory environment usually develops
in obese and sedentary individuals who develop metabolic diseases
[4]. Some studies have shown that elevated levels of Tumor Necrosis
Factor Alpha (TNFα) may increase muscle catabolism by suppressing
the Akt/mTOR pathway. In addition, they may antagonize the
anabolic effect of IGF- 1, due to the development of resistance to
growth hormone. Thus, the relationship between inflammation,
muscle strength and muscle mass seems to have a pathogenic
explanation based on the effect of inflammation on the balance
between protein synthesis and protein catabolism at the muscular
level [39].
As we know, sarcopenia is multifactorial and is influenced by
sex, age, genetic background and lifestyle. This decrease in muscle
mass has been found to appear when we grow older [5,40,41].
Furthermore, it has been observed that sarcopenia favors the
functional impairment of physical capacities and IR, increasing
considerably in the elderly population [42]. In the presence of IR,
these insulin effects are dysfunctional and would facilitate accelerated
muscle loss [41]. The balance between muscle hypertrophy and
atrophy is altered by suppressing IGF-1 signaling, which leads to the
reduction in activation of the PI3K/ PKB pathway and a decrease
in protein synthesis, as well as in the expression of Atrogin-1 and
MuRF1 [39] which contributes to the breakdown of muscle protein.
In addition, increased adiposity and free fatty acid concentrations
inhibit GH production and decrease plasma IGF-1 concentrations
associated with decreased muscle mass, muscle strength and protein
synthesis, as well as with increased cell death, which in turn leads
to the accumulation of visceral fat and to the decline in lean body
mass [40]. Furthermore, the progressive decrease in motor neuron
function during aging can lead to denervation of muscle fibers, which
can result in loss of muscle mass [40,43].

Different authors have recommended developing strength
training or combined/concurrent routines between two to four days
a week, alternatively [44] using full-body routines to achieve greater
muscle involvement at the beginning, followed by more analytical
planning where the exercises are performed by muscle groups
[29,30,45]. The duration of each session should be individualized for
each person depending on their level and abilities, but taking into
account factors such as rest, number of repetitions, and series [46].
All these adaptations have been seen to be more easily developed
if they are supervised by training specialists, which also improves
adherence [47,48].
Combining strength training with high-protein diets may
maintain and even increase lean body mass during weight loss
interventions [49], with the combination of diet and exercise leading
to improved health.
Strength training in low-grade systemic inﬂammation
In recent years, it has been shown that chronic low-grade systemic
inflammation is the basis of many, if not all, typically Western
diseases centered on the metabolic syndrome [50]. Different studies
have shown how chronic inflammation is one of the key physiological
mechanisms related to IR, type I diabetes mellitus and the metabolic
syndrome [51,52]. In addition, systemic inflammation is intimately
associated with the development of other serious diseases such as
dyslipidemia, non-alcoholic hepatic steatosis, cancer, depression
or cardiovascular disease [52]. It should also be noted that other
currently very prevalent conditions, such as inflammatory bowel
disease, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis and periodontal disease, among
others, are also associated with chronic inflammation (Table 1) [5356].
In this complex system, both adipose tissue and fat free mass play
an important role. The adipose organ consists of several fat depots

Table 1: Resistance training effects about Body composition and the Systemic Inﬂammation, Insulin Sensitivity and Lipotoxicity
Author

N

Age

Ahmadizad et al. 2007a

16

Ahmadizad et al. 2007b

24 overweight
men
40.9
8 RT, 8 AET, 8
control

24 M

Ara et al. 2006b

18 healthy men
12 RT, 6
22.7
control

18 M

Banz et al. 2001a

19

Beavers et al. 2017

123

61

Sex

47.5

69.4

16 M

BMI

28.1 (kg/ m2)

28.3 (kg/ m2)

Training Type Training Protocol

RT vs AET

2 RT vs. AET
vs. control

Duration

RT 11 Ex, 50–60%
1RM, dose: 12 S/
MG/W;
12 weeks
AET: 75–85% MHR,
60–90 min/wk;
RT: 11 Ex, 50–60%
1RM; Dose: 12 S/
MG/W

Results

↑ VO2 max
↑ VO2 max

3 d week-1 for
↔AD
12 weeks

AET: 75–85% MHR
60–90 min week-1

19 M

41 M
82 F
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24.9 (kg/ m2)

33 (kg/m2)

RT vs. control
RT

RT: 30.4 ± 2.2 (kg/
m2)
RT
AET: 34,7 ± 3.7 (kg/ AET
m2)
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RT: 5 Ex, 50–90%
3 d week-1 for
1RM; Dose: 3–27 S/
↔ LP
6 weeks
MG/W
RT: 8 Ex, 10 R,
dose: 9 S/MG/W;

10 weeks

RT: 3 days/week 3
Set 8 Rep 70% 1RM
AET: 4 days/week
5 months
30´walk 65-70%
HRR

↓ WHR;
RT: 5,7%
Weight Loss
CR: 8,2%
Weight Loss
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Benito et al. 2016

29

21.6

Binder et al. 2005b

54 older adults
34 RT, 20
83.0
control

Brochu et al. 2009b

107 obese
women
36 RT + CR,
71 CR

57.2

Brooks et al. 2006b

62 obese T2D
adults
31 RT, 31
control

66.0

21 older adults
88.6
Bruunsgaard et al. 2004b 10 RT, 11
control

Chupel et al. 2017

33

Cuff et al. 2003b

28 obese T2D
women
10 RT + AET,
9 AET,
9 control

82.7

63.4

107 F

21

33 F

28 F

44 F
32 M

CT: ↑ Energy
Expenditure
↓ [Lactate]
↓ Perceived
Exertion

M: 24.4 ± 1.9 (kg/
m2)
F: 22.2 ± 1.5 (kg/
m2)

CM
FW
CT

3 Set 8 Exercises
70% 15RM

Once

27.0 (kg/ m2)

RT vs. control

RT: 6 Ex, 65–85%
1RM; Dose: 6–9 S/
MG/W

3 d week-1 for
↓VAT, ↓SAT
12 weeks

32.6 (kg/ m2)

RT + CR vs.
CR

RT: 7 Ex, 70–80%
3 d week-1 for ↓VAT, ↓SAT
1RM; Dose: 6–10 S/
24 weeks
↓CRP
MG/W

30.9 (kg/ m2)

RT vs. control

RT: 5 Ex, 60–80%
1RM; Dose: 9 S/
MG/W

↑AD
3 d week-1 for
↓CRP
16 weeks
↑IS

not reported

RT vs. control

RT: 2 leg Ex
50–80% 1RM
Dose: 9 S/MG/W

3 d week-1 for ↓IL-6
12 weeks
↑TNF-a

ST: 29.27 ± 7.10
(kg/ m2)
GC: 29.67 ± 5.98
(kg/ m2)

ST
GC

ST: 2 days/week 8
weeks + 3 days/week
12 weeks + 2 days/
week 8 weeks
28 weeks
8-10 strength
exercises with elastic
band

33.3 (kg/ m2)

RT: 5 Ex, 70% 1RM;
RT + AET vs. Dose: 6 S/MG/W
3 d week-1 for
↓VAT, ↓SAT ↑IS
AET vs. control AET: 60–75% HRR 16 weeks
180 min week-1

ST: ↑ IL-10, ↑
Haemoglobin
↓ leukocyte ↓
lymphocyte
GC: ↑TNF-a ↑
CRP

↓ WC ↑BW, ↑
LBM
↓VAT
↓CRP
↓IL-6

RT

RT: 6 Ex, 75% 1RM,
10 weeks
dose: 3 S/MG/W;

29.9 (kg/ m2)

RT vs. control

RT: 8 Ex, 50–85%
1RM
HI-RT: 80–85% 1RM 2 d week-1 for
MI-RT: 50–65% 1RM 24 weeks
LI-RT: 45–50% 1RM
Dose: 6 S/MG/W

40 F

35 (kg/ m2)

RT

RT: 6 Ex, 75–80% 1
RM, 10 R, dose: 9 S/ 12 weeks
MG/W;

54 F

28.0 (kg/ m2)

RT + CR vs

RT: 10 Ex, 80%
1RM; Dose: 6 S/
MG/W

32.3 (kg/ m2)

RT vs. control

RT: 8 Ex, 70% 1RM. 3 d week-1 for ↓IHL ; ↔VAT,
Dose: 9 S/MG/W
8 weeks
SAT; ↑IS

Donges et al. 2010a

76

Fatouros et al. 2005b

50 overweight
men
14 HI-RT, 12
MI-RT,
14 LI-RT, 10
control

70.8

50 M

Fenkci et al. 2006b

40

42

Fisher et al. 2010b

126 overweight
women
54 RT + CR,
30.5
43 AET + CR,
29 CR

Hallsworth et al. 2011b

19 Obese
adults with
NAFLD
11 RT, 8
control

Not reported

Hunter et al. 2002

26

F: 65.9
M: 67.9

12 F
14 M

F: 24.4 ± 3.1 (kg/m2)
RT
M: 25.1 ± 3.4 (kg/
m2)

RT: 3 days/week 2
set 10 Rep 65-80%
1RM

Ibanez et al. 2010b

34 obese
women
13 RT + CR,
12 CR,
9 control

48.6

13 F

35.0 (kg/ m2)

↓VAT, ↓SAT
RT: 7 Ex, 80% 1RM; 2 d week-1 for
↓AD, ↓LP
Dose: 6–10 S/MG/W 16 28 weeks
↑IS

Izquierdo et al. 2009

12

Not reported

15 M
14 F

ISSN: 2640-0936

33

27.8 kg m-2

RT

12 M
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↑AD with HI-RT
↓LP all RT
Groups
↑IS all RT
Groups

↓ BW, FM

↓VAT, ↓SAT
3 d week-1
↓CRP
until a BMI 25

25 weeks

RT: Tuesday 3-5 set
12-15 RM
7 weeks
Thursday 3-5 set
10 RM

↑ Strength (M)
↓ Fat Mass (F)

↑ Testosterone,
GH
↑ IL-6, IL-10
= IL-1β, IL-1ra
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↓VAT, ↓SAT (P
< 0.02)
3 d week-1 for ↓Fasting insulin
16 weeks
(P < 0.02)
↓Insulin AUC (P
< 0.02)

Janssen et al. 2002a

38 obese
women
14 RT + CR,
11 AET + CR,
13 CR

34.8

38 F

31.6 (kg/ m2)-

RT: 8 Ex, 70–80%
RT + CR vs.
1RM ↓
AET + CR vs.
Dose: 3 S/MG/W
CR; CR: 1,000
AET: 50–85% MHR
kcal d-1
45–180 min week-1

Kim et al. 2004

10

60.5

10 M

23.6 ± 2.5 (kg/ m2)

ET

ET: 60´ 3 days/week
12 weeks
60% HRR

28 F

27.4 (kg/ m2)

RT vs. control

RT: 10 Ex, 40–50%
1RM; RT: 10 Ex,
40–50% 1RM

↓VAT (ns)
3 d week-1 for
↓SAT
12 weeks
↔IS

not reported

RT vs. control

RT: 7 Ex, 50–85%
1RM; Dose: 9 S/
MG/W

↔CRP
3 d week-1 for
↔IL-6
10 weeks
↔TNF-a

28 women with
T2D
13 RT, 15
56.4
control

Kwon et al. 2010b

Levinger et al. 2009

30 adults with
HI-MR
15 RT, 15
control

b

50.8

Olson et al. 2007

28 overweight
women
16 RT, 12
control

39.0

Park et al. 2003b

30 overweight
women
10 RT + AET,
10 AET, 10
control

43.4

35 elderly
women
28 RT, 7
control

71.1

b

Phillips et al. 2010

b

Poehlman et al. 2000

b

28 F

51 younger
women
28.0
17 RT, 14 AET,
20 control

Potteiger et al. 2012a

22

36

Rice et al. 1999a

29 obese men
10 RT + CR,
39.8
10 AET + CR,
9 CR

Ross et al. 1994a

24 obese
women
14 RT + CR,
10 AET + CR

Ross et al. 1996a,b

33 obese men
11 RT + CR,
39.0
11 AET + CR,
11 CR

Sarsan et al. 2006b

40

Schmitz et al. 2007b

133 overweight
women
37.0
70 RT, 63
control

Sigal et al. 2007b

251 T2D
64 RT, 60 AET,
54.7
64 RT +
AET, 63 control

35.5

42

↑GLUT4
↓ IMTG

↑AD
RT: 9 Ex, 80% 1RM; 2 d week-1 for ↓CRP
Dose: 6 S/MG/W
52 weeks
↔IL-6

26.9 (kg/ m2)

RT vs. control

30 F

25.8 (kg/ m2)

RT: 10 Ex, 70% 1RM
RT + AET vs. Dose: 3 S/MG/W
3 d week-1 for ↓VAT, ↓SAT (P
AET vs. control AET: 60–70% HRR 24 weeks
< 0.01)
180 min week-1

35 F

26.0 (kg/ m2)

RT vs. control

22.0 (kg/ m2)

RT: 9 Ex, 80% 1RM
RT vs. AET vs. Dose: 9 S/MG/W
3 d week-1 for ↔VAT, SAT
control
AET: 75–905% MHR 28 weeks
↑IS
75–120 min week-1

51 F

22 M

RT: 10 Ex, 80%
1RM; Dose: 9 S/
MG/W

3 d week-1 for ↓IL-6
10 weeks
↓TNF-a

High: 100% 5–7 RM,
Moderate: 80% 8–10
RM,
24 weeks
dose: increase
from 3 to max 16 S/
MG/W;

↓ HDL-C, WC,
FM; ↑ LBM

31.2 (kg/ m2)

RT

33.8 (kg/ m2)

RT: 7 Ex, 70–80%
RT + CR vs.
1RM
AET + CR vs.
Dose: 3 S/MG/W
CR; CR: 1,000
AET: 50–85% MHR
kcal d-1
60–180 min week-1

↓VAT, ↓SAT
3 d week-1 for
↓Fasting insulin
16 weeks
↓Insulin AUC

31.8 (kg/ m2)

RT: 8 Ex, 70–80%
RT + CR vs.
1R
AET + CR; CR: Dose: 3 S/MG/W
1,000 kcal d-1 AET: 50–85% MHR
45–180 min week-1

3 d week-1 for
↓VAT, ↓SAT
16 weeks

33 M

33.0 (kg/ m2)

RT: 8 Ex, 70–80%
RT + CR vs.
1RM
AET + CR vs.
Dose: 3 S/MG/W
CR; CR: 1,000
AET: 50–85% MHR
kcal d-1
45–180 min week-1

3 d week-1 for
↓VAT, ↓SAT
16 weeks

40 F

35 (kg/ m2)

RT

RT: 6 Ex, 75–80% 1
RM, 10 R, dose: 9 S/ 12 weeks
MG/W;

RT vs. control

Year 1: ↓VAT
RT: 8–10 isotonic Ex;
Year 2: ↑VAT
2 d week-1 for
8–10 reps; Dose: 6-4
(+7%)
2 years
S/MG/W
(↑VAT + 21%
control)

29 M

24 F

133 F

251
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↓ BW, FM

RT: 7 Ex, 80% 1RM;
RT vs. AET vs. Dose: 6–9 S/MG/W
3 d week-1 for ↔VAT, SAT
RT + AET vs
AET: 60–75% MHR;
6 weeks
control
45–135 min week-1

International Journal of Sports Science & Medicine

Stensvold et al. 2010

32

Verreijen et al. 2017

100 overweight
and obese
62.4
adults

a

Wallace et al. 1997a

16

51

41.2

13 F
19 M

64 F
36 M

16 M

31.6 (kg/ m2)

32.2 (kg/ m2)

Not reported

ISSN: 2640-0936

RT
CT

RT + CR

CT

RT: 15–20 R, dose:
6–9 S/MG/W;
CT AET (2x interval
training (90–95%
VO2 max),
130 min/wk;k), RT
(1x 15–20 R, dose:
6–9 S/MG/W);

12 weeks

2 – 3 set for all
exercises, the time
to perform the
exercises increased
from 50 –75 s

↓ WC, ↑BW, ↑
3 d week-1 for
LBM
10 weeks

CT: RT: 8 Ex, 75%
1RM, 8–12 R,
dose: 12 S/MG/W;
AET: 60–70% HRR,
180 min/ wk;

↓ WC, FM

16 weeks

CT: ↓ WC; ↑
LBM

CT: ↓ FM, TG;
↑ HDL-C, VO2
max

M: Male; F: Female; RT: Resistance Training; AET: Aerobic Training; CM: Circuit Machine; FW: Free Weight; CT, combined training (RT and AET); ST: Strength
Training; GC: Control Group; ET: Endurance Training; 1RM: Repetition Maximum; BW, body weight; CR, caloric restriction; Ex, exercises; FM, fat mass; HDL-C,
High-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol; HRR: Heart Rate Reserve; LBM: Lean Body Mass; LDL-C: Low-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol; MHR: Maximum Heart Rate;
HRR: Heart Rate Reserve; R: Repetition; S/MG/W: Sets for each Muscle Group per Week; TC: Total Cholesterol; TG: Triacylglycerols; VO2 max: Maximal Oxygen
Uptake; WC: Waist Circumference; WHR: Waist to Hip Ratio; ↑: Higher/More; ↓: Lower/Less; MI: Moderate-Intensity Training; MR: Metabolic Risk; MS: Metabolic
Syndrome; NAFLD: Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease; SAT: Subcutaneous Adipose Tissue; T2D: Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus; TNF-a: Tumour Necrosis Factor-Alpha;
VAT: Visceral Adipose Tissue; WL: Weight Loss; TNF-a: Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha; CRP: C-Reactive Protein; GH: Growth Hormone; IL-6: Interleukin-6; IL10: Interleukin-10; IL-1β: Interleukin-1 Beta; IL-1ra: Interleukin-1 Receptor Antagonist; GLUT4: Glucose Transporter 4 Protein; IMTG: Intra-Muscular Triglyceride
Concentration; AD: Adiponectin; IS: Insulin Sensitivity; LI: Low-Intensity Training; LP: Leptin
a
Excerpted from Schwingshackl, L., Dias, S., Strasser, B., & Hoffmann, G. (2013)
b
Excerpted from Strasser, B., Arvandi, M., & Siebert, U. (2012)

that exert different physiological functions and pathophysiological
implications that can protect the body [4]. This tissue, currently
considered an endocrine organ [57], produces a wide variety of
adipokines and cytokines that influence inflammatory, procoagulant,
antifibrinolytic and vasoactive cascades, suggesting a direct influence
on inflammation [58,59], especially in circumstances of visceral
obesity, where the secretory profile of adipose tissue is particularly
altered, with an increase in cytokines with inflammatory activity.
The most studied are leptin, resistin, Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha
(TNFα) and interleukins (IL-6, IL-1b, IL-18), although there are
many more [60].
The major anti-inflammatory cytokines are IL-1 receptor
antagonists (IL-1ra), Transforming Growth Factor Beta (TGF-β)
and interleukins IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-11 and IL-13 and adiponectin
(61–64). Under normal physiological conditions, there is usually
a balance between pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory
adipokines, which serve as immunomodulators. However, in obesity,
the anti-inflammatory response may be insufficient to counteract
inflammatory activity giving way to chronic low-grade inflammation
[4].
Physical exercise is as an effective tool to slow or block all the
processes mentioned above [65-67]. As a result of strength training
and muscle contraction alone, the tissue itself secretes cytokines with
anti-inflammatory functions such as IL-1ra and IL-10 among others
[4]. It has been shown that IL-1ra also increases after aerobic exercise
and also after strength training [69]. The anti-inflammatory effects
of exercise are also based on other mechanisms such as inhibition
of monocytes and infiltration of macrophages into adipose tissue
[67,70]. These new findings show that skeletal muscle is an organ
that communicates with other organs such as adipose tissue, liver,
pancreas, bones and brain, with physical inactivity and muscle
deterioration being responsible for metabolic disorders or resistance
to the effects of different myokines [4], showing how lack of physical
SCIRES Literature - Volume 3 Issue 1 - www.scireslit.com
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activity is the precursor of a large network of diseases such as
cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes and obesity.
With reference to the above, it can be deduced that an acute
strength training session does not improve chronic inflammation,
but in the long term this situation could change. Strength training
alters visceral fat and levels of several pro-inflammatory cytokines,
accordingly weight training could be key in maximizing antiinflammatory benefits if performed consistently, and reducing
markers of inflammation in the absence of changes in body
composition [26]. In fact, although C-reactive protein does not
appear to change after an acute series of strength training in the long
term [71], it does seem to affect its basal levels [72], improving the
physiological and biological state of chronic low-grade inflammation.
A recent study examined the effects of strength training on the
inflammatory state, hematological markers and physical fitness in
elderly women with cognitive impairment. The result was that after
28 weeks of strength training, there was an increase in functional
fitness and anti-inflammatory cytokine concentrations along with
attenuation of inflammation and improved cognition in elderly
women with cognitive impairment [73]. Independent of fat loss,
strength exercise also increases muscle tone, and thereby increases
production of myokines that favor fatty acid oxidation, hypertrophy
or have anti-inflammatory effects such as FGF-21, LIF, BDNF, IL1ra, IL-8, IL-15 [17,74] or the multifaceted IL-6 that is known to
reduce the production of TNF-α and to increase anti-inflammatory
cytokines [75]. IL-6 has always been considered a pro-inflammatory
cytokine responsible for loss of insulin sensitivity, secreted by adipose
tissue and macrophages, but when IL-6 synthesis is carried out by
muscle tissue as a consequence of physical activity its effects are
seemingly contradictory to this. IL-6 produced in muscle tissue as a
result of muscle contraction during exercise increases lipolysis and
oxidation of fatty acids and increases glucose uptake by activation of
Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase (PI3K) and Akt [66,76,77].
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The role of IL-6 may be different depending on its origin. In
the case of adipocytes or classically activated M1 macrophages this
would suppose the activation of the NF-kB pathway (nuclear factor
kappa beta is a transcription factor that coordinates the immune
inflammatory response and underlies metabolic diseases such as
type 2 diabetes and obesity), in which case other pro-inflammatory
cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-1Beta are emitted, while in the muscle
or alternatively activated M2 macrophages this would be regulated
by the intracellular increase of calcium and/or p38 MAPK without
the presence of the above [76] exerting anti-inflammatory effects as
we have seen, by inhibiting TNFαe inducing the synthesis of IL-ra
or IL-10 among others, which are of anti - inflammatory origin, as
well as increasing sensitivity to insulin and leptin [65,76]. In addition,
some studies suggest that IL-6 is involved in satellite cell-mediated
muscle hypertrophy, which in turn would improve the inflammation
state. This expression of IL-6 appears to correlate with an increase
in muscle tissue due to its inducing action on the proliferation of
satellite cells, exerting a positive impact on the proliferative capacity
of muscle stem cells [75,78,79].

plays an important role in improving insulin sensitivity [90,91].
Weight training has been reported to improve glucose stability
versus aerobic exercise (Riddell et al. 2017), although it also could
cause a moderate increase in blood glucose in some individuals [92].
In anaerobic exercise, as in the case of weight training, consisting of
short bursts of intense activity, these glucose concentrations have
shown a tendency to increase. Therefore, according to the decision
tree shown by Riddell and colleagues in the consensus on physical
exercise and diabetes, aerobic exercise and strength training activities
should be combined, with strength training at the beginning to
attenuate hypoglycemia [91].

Therefore, it is necessary to differentiate between the effects of
chronic elevation of IL-6 (secreted by adipocytes or by immune cells
infiltrated into adipose tissue) and the acute elevation that occurs
with muscle contractions (released predominantly from muscle cells)
[80]. Finally, we could conclude that the effect of long-term strength
training has been shown to decrease chronic low-grade inflammation
and improve muscle mass responses in relation to metabolic disorders
that can be generated from a decrease in physical activity and an
increase in muscle atrophy [81].
Strength training and improved insulin sensitivity
IR occurs when nutrient storage pathways, evolved to maximize
energy efficiency, are exposed to a chronic energy surplus. The
accumulation of ectopic lipids in the liver and skeletal muscle triggers
pathways that alter insulin signaling, which reduces the uptake of
muscle glucose and decreases the synthesis of hepatic glycogen [8285]. Muscle IR, due to ectopic lipids, precedes IR in the liver and
diverts ingested glucose into the liver, resulting in an increase in de
novo liver lipogenesis and hyperlipidemia. Subsequent infiltration of
macrophages into White Adipose Tissue (WAT) leads to increased
lipolysis, which increases the synthesis of hepatic triglycerides
and hyperlipidemia due to increased esterification of fatty acids.
Macrophage-induced WAT lipolysis also stimulates hepatic
gluconeogenesis, promoting fasting and postprandial hyperglycemia
through increased fatty acid administration to the liver, resulting in
increased hepatic acetyl-CoA content, a potent activator of pyruvate
carboxylase and increased conversion of glycerol to glucose [86,87].
These substrate-regulated processes are mostly independent of insulin
signaling in the liver, but are dependent on insulin signaling in WAT,
which becomes defective with inflammation [88].
In this context, it has been observed that systemic inflammation
contributes to the development of IR in people with obesity or
metabolic disorders, while fat loss, mainly visceral fat, appears to
reduce the infiltration of macrophages and the expression of factors
related to inflammation in adipose tissue [89].
Hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia can cause metabolic
alterations and exacerbate various diseases. Numerous studies show
that exercise is a potent stimulator of signaling pathways to produce
GLUT4 translocation to the cell membrane independently of the
action of insulin. In addition, exercise-mediated IL-6 production
SCIRES Literature - Volume 3 Issue 1 - www.scireslit.com
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Likewise, subjects with IR and lipotoxicity present an incomplete
oxidation of fatty acids, increasing the concentration of lipid
intermediates such as diacylglycerols and ceramides, which in turn
amplify IR [90,93]. However, strength training has been shown
to improve both the oxidative capacity of skeletal muscle and the
degradation of intramuscular lipids in both type I and type II fibers,
improving GLUT4 translocation [94-96]. Furthermore, the TNFα
reduction associated with physical exercise, especially with strength
training, involves an improvement in IR status, since TNFα is capable
of causing a decrease in the auto phosphorylation of IR stimulated by
the serine phosphorylation of insulin receptor substrate 1, suggesting
an important role of TNFα in the development of IR. When
TNFα activity is blocked, biochemically or genetically, the result
is an improvement in insulin sensitivity [66]. Muscle contraction
induces glucose uptake into skeletal muscle both independently
and synergistically with insulin. Insulin stimulates glucose transport
activity in skeletal muscle and a large part of this stimulation is
associated with a GLUT4 translocation to the lipid bilayer, that is, the
cell membrane, from intracellular compartments to the sarcolemma
and T tubules, allowing glucose to enter the cell through facilitated
diffusion [97,98].
The practice of controlled and planned physical activity
consisting of aerobic exercise and especially strength training, or both
combined, is associated with a reduction in glycosylated Hemoglobin
(HbA1c) by 0.67% in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus [99].
The overall reduction in HbA1c induced by exercise is similar to
the reductions achieved by commonly used oral antidiabetic drugs
such as metformin [100]. In fact, a recent meta-analysis has shown
that non-pharmacological approaches such as physical exercise are
superior to pharmacological interventions in the prevention of type
2 diabetes mellitus [101]. It can be asserted that muscle contraction
increases glucose transport and represents an alternative signaling
pathway to insulin. In addition, it can be said that Rac1 is activated
during contraction in skeletal muscle and recent studies suggest that
Rac1 is a regulator in glucose uptake [2]. Thus, physical exercise,
especially strength training, has an insulin-sensitizing effect, having
been shown to be a powerful weapon to prevent and treat IR and/or
type 2 diabetes mellitus [102].
To conclude, both cardiovascular and strength training can
increase insulin sensitivity and optimize glucose tolerance (Table
I) [91,103], but above all strength training, as it induces an acute
decrease in intramyocellular deposits of glycogen [104], intramuscular
lipid degradation, GLUT-4 translocation, blocking of inflammatory
cytokines such as TNFα and an increase in the ability of the muscle to
utilize glucose [105].
Strength training and lipotoxicity
If we focus on the effects more closely related to physical fitness
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than on metabolic health, Intramuscular Triglycerides (IMTG) cause
deleterious effects such as loss of the capacity to produce strength,
poor physical condition or decreased mobility in older adults. In
this study, Manini et al., found that after 30 days of unilateral leg
immobilization, healthy young subjects experienced a 15-20%
increase in IMTG in the thigh muscles. The increase in IMTG also
represented a 4-6% loss of strength, again emphasizing that IMTG is
more than an inert storage tank, as it may also play a role in the loss
of strength related to inactivity [106].

To conclude, RT should be considered and included in every
exercise program, mainstream public health recommendations and
exercise guidelines. Due to its potential to achieve positive health
outcomes, prevent chronic disease and diminish the risk of disability.
Developing universal guidelines regarding RT and its proper
appliance in the healthy and disease-affected population should be
a public health priority that we must promptly deal with in order to
face the rapid-expanding chronic disease burden.

There is sufficient evidence to show that small amounts of IMTG
represent a readily available source of energy and that the problem
described above will depend on many conditions, including where
they are stored (intermuscular, intramuscular or beneath the fascia),
the composition (it is not the same when the composition of the
triglyceride is saturated or polyunsaturated fatty acids, for example)
or the size/number of lipid droplets, since in trained people, as with
brown adipose tissue, lipid droplets are smaller and more numerous.
It will also depend on the physical condition, mitochondrial
functionality and density and oxidative capacity, insulin sensitivity
and other conditions of the subject in question, since it is not only
the IMTGs themselves, but also the physiological conditions that lead
to the accumulation of intermediates and metabolites. Thus emerged
what authors such as Goodpaster and colleagues in 2001 called the
“athlete’s paradox” in which trained people present a large amount
of IMTG but without any metabolic alterations, since these IMTG
arise as an adaptation to a great need, as well as capacity, to oxidize
these energy sources [107]. Consequently, it could be suggested that,
as with cardiovascular training or High-Intensity Interval Training
(HIIT) [108] strength training, through the adaptations discussed
regarding IMTG turnover, would improve insulin sensitivity or
muscle oxidative capacity, reduce mitochondrial and endoplasmic
reticulum stress, and improve strength and muscle mass (Table 1).

CONCLUSIONS
In this review, we have discussed the role of Resistance Training
(RT) and muscle tissue on different conditions relative to health and
disease. First, the muscle tissue as an organ acts as the main amino
acid reservoir of the organism, which provides necessary precursors
for protein synthesis and hepatic neoglucogenesis. Secondly, a
qualitatively and quantitatively healthy amount of muscle has serious
implications maintaining metabolism homeostasis, osteomuscular
health, inflammation status, hormone regulation, mitochondrial
oxidative potential and functional capacity in general. In that
respect, RT as a training approach and by means of preserving and
incrementing muscle mass quantity and quality could well have a
pivotal role in the prevention and management of diverse health and
disease conditions, particularly those concerning cardiometabolic
disorders. Under the scrutiny of the available evidence, we can affirm
that RT has an important role improving the metabolic profile:
betterment of lipid profile, improved glucose homeostasis, decreased
systolic and diastolic arterial pressure, greater insulin sensitivity; and
positively affecting osteomuscular parameter. Such as, an increase
of bone mineral density, diminishing incidence and prevalence
of osteoporosis and osteopenia; lessening the risk of developing
sarcobesity and sarcopenia, conditions related to an increased in
disability, risk of hospitalization and risk of all-cause premature death
in general. Potentially, all of this would allow a great reduction in the
costs of to health systems, being those private or public and curtailing
low-grade inflammation status through anti-inflammatory cytokine
secretion and downregulation of inflammatory molecular cascades.
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